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HTRS continues to work on PBIS protocols. This stands for Positive
Behavioral Interventions and Supports. PBIS provides our students
with supports to encourage desired behaviors. We focus on Be Safe,
Be Responsible, and Be Respectful. If you have questions as your
student works through these protocols with their teacher, please do
not hesitate to contact the school.

As winter approaches, please remember that students may be walking to or from school in the dark, so please be more aware around
the school zone. In addition, please make sure your student brings a
coat. We think it is important for students to be outside as much as
possible during recess time, but we want them to be safe and warm
also.
The school year is a quarter over. Parent/teacher conferences have
been held electronically with much success! We’ve finished initial
testing and have started interventions. We look forward to a great
academic school year.

HTRS Schools
810 Central Avenue
Humboldt, NE 68376

Volleyball, football, and girls’ golf seasons are coming to a close. I
have seen many positives in all of these programs both in junior
high and high school. The wins and losses columns do not tell the
entire story. We have great coaches and parents that support our students even when we lose. Everyone puts in a lot of hours to make
this happen.
COVID continues to take up much of our daily routine. We have a
great custodial staff that go above and beyond with extra cleaning.
Everyone is pitching in to help with routines!
It’s a great time to be a Titan!
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Notes From the Principal’s Office
Middle School Honor Roll
High Honor Roll
Macy Vrtiska
8th Grade
Lily Wamsley
8th Grade
Drayven Lamb
6th Grade
Axton Wamsley
6th Grade
Honor Roll
Lillian Bowen
Lily Harrah
Caleb Holley
Kenadi McClarnen
Kaysen Schlund

7th Grade
7th Grade
7th Grade
7th Grade
7th Grade

Brody Mendenhall – Senior
Brody Mendenhall is a senior. His parents are Carmen and Rob
Mendenhall. He has one brother, Triston. After high school, Brody
plans on going to SCC in Lincoln to become a paramedic. At school,
Brody is involved in wrestling, mentoring, leadership, and one act.
During his free time, he enjoys sleeping, helping on the family farm,
and going to Sonic far too much. He said that his dream job would
be watching paint dry. His celebrity crush is the sexy hunk, Cameron
Dale James. His favorite hour of the day is 7th: Anatomy. Brody’s
favorite color is neon blue. Lastly, and most importantly, Brody’s
favorite monkey is Curious S. George.
By Benjamin Shubert

High School Honor Roll
High Honor Roll
Katilyn Glathar
12th Grade
Austin Herr
12th Grade
Shannon Jones
12th Grade
Joseph Lamb
12th Grade
Kenna McClarnen 12th Grade
Natalie Novak
12th Grade
Peyton Schaardt
12th Grade
Abby Stalder
12th Grade
Joe Stalder
12th Grade
Will Stalder
12th Grade
Isaac Bittner
11th Grade
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Shannon Jones – Senior
Shannon Jones is the daughter of Brian and Rene Jones, and she has
one brother named James Jones. In school, Shannon is involved in
jazz band, show choir, cheerleading, drill team, one act, FFA, speech,
and National Honor Society. At the moment, she plans to attend
Wayne State College and major in biochemistry. Shannon’s hobbies
include camping, kayaking, and learning how to quilt. She said that
her favorite class is music. When asked what she will miss about
HTRS, she said, “I’ll miss seeing the friends and teachers that I’ve
grown relationships with.” Shannon said her favorite high school
memories have been the school dances, and that her most embarrassing moment was tripping in the parking lot after freshman year’s
graduation. One thing that Shannon is afraid of is snakes. Something
on Shannon’s bucket list is to travel to all 50 states. She said that her
dream job would be a lab supervisor, and that she would likely prefer
to stay close to home rather than to move far
away.
By Joe Stalder
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Hunter Frey
Saydee Hardesty
Brittany Holley
Alyssa Howe
Nicolas Knudson
Jacey Leech
Corey Oliver
Ellie Schaardt
Gracie Shafer
Daniel Snodgrass
Andrew Stalder
Allison Vaughan
Aiden Worthey
Ashlyn Holley
Sally Joyner
Derex Kish
Benjamin Shubert
MaeLynn Bittner
Clayton Howe
KayLee Jeralds
Jaylie McNealy
Lauren Schaardt

11th Grade
11th Grade
11th Grade
11th Grade
11th Grade
11th Grade
11th Grade
11th Grade
11th Grade
11th Grade
11th Grade
11th Grade
11th Grade
10th Grade
10th Grade
10th Grade
10th Grade
9th Grade
9th Grade
9th Grade
9th Grade
9th Grade

Honor Roll
Robert Mather
Tara Zimmerling
Joseph Snethen
Gabby Siegel

12th Grade
12th Grade
11th Grade
10th Grade
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Don’t get put on Santa’s
Naughty list and
end up being

“FLAMINGOED!!”

Austin Herr - Senior
Austin Herr is a senior at HTRS. His parents are Rock and Tina Herr.
His siblings are Jacob and Eli. After high school, Austin plans on
studying Political Science and Economics at UNO. At school, he is
involved in football, Student Council, where he is the president, National Honor Society, speech, one act, band, jazz band, choir, swing
choir, academic decathlon, and quiz bowl. In his free time, Austin
enjoys playing guitar, working with animals, and most importantly,
hanging with the boys. His celebrity crush is none other than Jerry
Seinfeld. His favorite class is 4th hour, being an office aid. Austin’s
dream job is to be President of the United States. His favorite food is
cherry cheesecake, and his favorite drink is lukewarm watered-down
Baja Blast, from Taco Bell of course. I also asked Austin what his
favorite color was and he replied with, “You know those old fridges
that kinda start to fade and turn an off
white? Yeah, that.” Finally, Austin personally requested that I put in his favorite type of monkey, that being a Siamang Gibbon.
By Benjamin Shubert

The Junior Class is putting on a fundraiser
Sunday, December 6th – Saturday, December
19th to raise funds for Prom! If Santa and his
Flamingoes end up in your yard, you can pay
$10 to have them removed or $15 to move
them to someone else’s yard! Be on the lookout for Santa and his Flock!
(Contact Allie Graf or Angie Hunzeker at HTRS
with any questions!)
4
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Emily Hutton - Senior

Kindergarten

Emily Hutton is a senior this year at HTRS. Her parents are Crystal
and Vance Hutton, and her sibling is Hunter Hutton, who is in the
tenth grade. The activities Emily is involved in include: FFA, show
choir, band, mentoring, leadership, and PIK. She plans on attending
Southeast Community College and majoring in nursing. Emily likes
to listen to country music, and she likes to spend time with her
friends in her free time. One thing she says she will use in life that
she learned in school is everything she learned in her personal finance class. Her dream job is to become a registered nurse. When
asked what her advice is for teachers, her response was, “Don’t
pressure us about the future.” Lastly, she says her advice for underclassmen would be, “Get your homework done on time.”

Fall is in full swing!! Don’t forget to set those clocks back one hour
on November 1st! It was great to hear from our parents during our virtual parent-teacher conferences. Our kindergarteners have been working hard on becoming authors of their very own Pumpkin, Pumpkin
What Do You See? book. We continue to work on numbers 0-10 and
finding ways to make ten. Our “Turkeys in Disguise” will be hiding
out in our hallway again before long. If you get the opportunity to be
in our hallway, make sure you check them out. Our students have
each come up with their version of How to Cook a Turkey. We hope
you enjoy reading them.

By Sally Joyner

By Mrs. Freeman and Ms. Tomek

How to Cook a Turkey - Kindergarten 2020-2021

First, stuff the turkey with deer meat. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with oil. Finally, cook the turkey at 160⁰ F for 1 hour and 50
minutes.
By Ainsley James
First, stuff the turkey with a paper. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with water. Finally, cook the turkey at 100⁰ F for 1 hour and
100 minutes.
By Charlotte Phillips

First, stuff the turkey with needle. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with a sack. Finally, cook the turkey at 100⁰ F for 10 hours and
50 minutes.
By Jaxon Herr
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First, stuff the turkey with ham. Next, smother the outside of the turkey with gravy. Finally, cook the turkey at 20⁰ F for 1 hour and 30
minutes.
By Lesley Herr
First, stuff the turkey with ham. Next, smother the outside of the turkey with breading. Finally, cook the turkey at 90⁰ F for 1 hour and 12
minutes.
By Haley Schmit
First, stuff the turkey with feathers. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with butter. Finally, cook the turkey at 10⁰ F for 1 hour and 3
minutes.
By Ryan Rogers
First, stuff the turkey with bread. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with skin. Finally, cook the turkey at 10⁰ F for 10 hours and 1
minute.
By Emma Shupp
First, stuff the turkey with a duck. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with butter. Finally, cook the turkey at 26⁰ F for 26 hours and
1 minute.
By Chase Stutheit

Will Stalder – Senior
Will Stalder is a senior this year at HTRS. Will is the son of Dave
and Sally Stalder, and he has two siblings, Abby and Joe, who are
also seniors this year. In school, Will is involved in band, jazz band,
track, quiz bowl, academic decathlon, mentoring, National Honor Society, and FFA. Will plans to attend the University of NebraskaLincoln and major in agronomy. Ten years from now, he sees himself
working as an agronomist near home and helping on the family farm.
Outside of school, Will enjoys riding dirt bikes and playing his guitar. The class that he enjoys the most is welding. Will said, “My advice to underclassmen would be, ‘Don’t be lazy or procrastinate.’”
One thing that Will
learned in high school that
he will use in his everyday life is how to manage his time. When
asked what his most embarrassing
moment
during high school was,
he said, “That time
when the entire trumpet
section messed up on
the high notes during
the Star Spangled
Banner.” Will also
said that his best high
school memory was
coming up with different
reasons for why Mrs.
Howe shouldn’t give
them a math assignment.

By Joe Stalder

First, stuff the turkey with turkey stuffing. Next, smother the outside
of the turkey with honey barbeque sauce. Finally, cook the turkey at
100⁰ F for 35 hours and 59 minutes.
By Jaxton Ferris
First, stuff the turkey with a giraffe. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with bread. Finally, cook the turkey at 7⁰ F for 50 hours and 7
minutes.
By Emery Mezger

6
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First, stuff the turkey with hot sauce. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with chicken. Finally, cook the turkey at 6⁰ F for 7 hours and 8
minutes.
By Riley Duryea
First, stuff the turkey with a chicken. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with oil. Finally, cook the turkey at 5⁰ F for 10 hours and 59
minutes.
By Cooper Hunzeker
First, stuff the turkey with steak. Next, smother the outside of the turkey with ham. Finally, cook the turkey at 12⁰ F for 5 hours and 12
minutes.
By Mason Ellston

Joseph Lamb –
Senior
Joseph Lamb is the son
of Leslie and Don
Lamb. His siblings are Beau Blank, Nick Blank, Kyle Miller, Michael Miller, Donnie Lamb and Paige Lamb. Joseph is planning on
going to UNO. He wants to get a degree in counseling or elementary
education, but he hasn’t decided fully yet. In five years, Joseph sees
himself taking graduate courses to get his master’s degree and sees
himself having a job as a counselor or a teacher. Joseph likes anything to do with music; he also likes being a teacher’s assistant for
the first grade. His favorite thing about high school is all the extracurricular activities he does. Joseph is involved in jazz band, show
choir, band, mentoring, leadership, one act, speech, cheer, National
Honor Society, and drill team. His favorite high school memory is
sitting by Will Stalder on the bus to Kearney, trying to explain to
him why people with depression can’t just simply become undepressed. What Joseph will miss the most after high school is seeing
all his friends every day and being able to have fun with them. His
advice for underclassmen is, “Enjoy your time with your friends because high school goes by faster than you think.”
By Larissa Wiemers
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First, stuff the turkey with bread. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with applesauce. Finally, cook the turkey at 325⁰ F for 2 hours
and 30 minutes.
By Triston Gutzmer
First, stuff the turkey with stuffing. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with hot sauce. Finally, cook the turkey at 16⁰ F for 19 hours
and 20 minutes.
By Onyxia Norrup
First, stuff the turkey with ham. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with beans. Finally, cook the turkey at 10⁰ F for 6 hours and
11 minutes.
By Everlynn Kreifel
First, stuff the turkey with chicken. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with nothing. Finally, cook the turkey at 100⁰ F for 7 hours.
By Jamison Landin
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First, stuff the turkey with ham. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with seasoning. Finally, cook the turkey at 9⁰ F for 2 hours and
90 minutes.
By Parker Schuetz
First, stuff the turkey with ham. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with milk and Kool-Aid. Finally, cook the turkey at 9⁰ F for 7
hours and 1 minute.
By Ava McAuliffe
First, stuff the turkey with water. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with smoke. Finally, cook the turkey at 24⁰ F for 34 hours and
52 minutes.
By Xandyr Bredemeier
First, stuff the turkey with chicken. Next, smother the outside of the
turkey with salt. Finally, cook the turkey at 5⁰ F for 5 hours and 6
minutes.
By Ryan Wiemers

Tidbits From the “Title Team”
Take a look at the enclosed insert called Recipes for Success. Within
the “Reading” section, the November issue includes a fun way to
work on skills needed for retelling a story. Find this handy tool in
the activity And Then What Happens? Your student might also enjoy doing the activities in “Character Corner”. Using these fun ideas,
students gain a better understanding of what it means to show Empathy, Good Sportsmanship and Appreciation. These are just a few of
the many activities; there are many more to explore!
**Receive an Extra Titan Ticket!! If you and your child complete
one or more of the activities on the Recipes for Success insert,
please sign and have your child return the insert to their classroom
teacher to receive an extra Titan Ticket! Additionally, your child’s
name will be entered into a drawing for a book.
By Ashlee Meyer and Dennette Wheeler
8

Donovan Kostecka Senior
Donovan Kostecka is the
17 year old son of Rob
Kostecka and the late
Savannah Kostecka. He
has two sisters and two
brothers, and he is a senior at HTRS. During his
high school career, Donovan has been a member of football, basketball, and Fellowship of
Christian
Athletes
(FCA). A memory that
Donovan
remembers
fondly from high school
is when the boys’ basketball team went into three
overtimes against Sterling. After high school, Donovan plans on attending SCC to become a
radiologist technician. Donovan said the thing he will miss most after
high school is the sports and hanging out with the boys.
By Hannah Koziol
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Benjamin Shubert - Reporter
Benjamin Shubert is the fifteen year old son of Nicole and Scott Shubert, and he is the brother of Emma and Chelsi Shubert. Benjamin is
an avid member of many groups including football, one act, academic decathlon, speech, and journalism. Benjamin is a lover of the color
mustard yellow, the movie Back to the Future, and the constellation
Little Dipper. Benjamin decided to join journalism because Brody
Mendenhall was in the same class. While Benjamin is obviously a
jack of many trades, he does not know how to ride a skateboard, but
instead he prefers to chill in the she shed with the homies. He also
was asked who he would steal the shoes from any time in history,
and Benjamin chose Queen Elizabeth II. He also enjoys karaoke
singing to the soundtrack of The Little Mermaid with Terry Cruz.
And if you ever see Benjamin headed toward a Girl Scout cookie
stand set up outside of a Walmart, it’s a guarantee he’ll pick up some
Lemonades or Thin Mint cookies which he just might enjoy with a
nice lukewarm glass of whole milk, one of his favorite drinks. Overall, it’s easy to see that Benjamin doesn’t even need his dream superpower of being over charismatic, because he is easily a very charming young man with a hatred of Hawaiian Punch, but a strong love of
Strawberry Kiwi Capri Suns.

By Hannah Koziol

&
Please send all donations to the HTRS Back Pack Program to:
HTRS Back Pack Program
c/o HTRS Schools
810 Central Avenue
Humboldt, NE 68376
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High Ability Learners/Makerspace
Greetings to everyone! What a crazy year so far. Disinfecting and
sanitizing are a normal part of the day. Many of the items in the Makerspace are hard to disinfect, so we have had to make some adjustments to the fun things we do. The kindergarten to second grade are
working on the website code.org. The students go to their level and
practice using coding to make the character on the screen move. It is
like solving a puzzle. The students must think and plan how to make
these characters move in the right direction.
The fourth, fifth, and sixth graders in HAL are using a different program through CS First with Google and using a program called
Scratch to Code. The students have tasks to complete, so the finished
project meets a list of criteria. Each project is unique because the students must use their imagination and creativity to complete the tasks.
It is fun to see what the students create.
In the future, the students will begin working with the Dash classroom. Students will join my classroom and connect their computers
to my account. Each student will have a virtual Dash robot to code. It
is hard to disinfect the Dash robot, so this is a great option. The students have to complete a driving lesson before they can create other
programs.
We are having fun!!
By Mrs. Standerford
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Nurse’s Notes
October was a beautiful month with much warmer days than we typically see. As we head into these colder months, the question is, “Will
we see an increase in illness?” Usually, we see Influenza and strep
throat cases start to rise, and this year we put COVID-19 into the
mix. We had many people sign up for the flu shot clinic scheduled
here at the school. If you did not get a chance to get your flu shot,
there is no time like the present. The flu shot is so important this
year.
I do hope that wearing masks will also decrease the spread of these
other illness as well. I really encourage you to continue to wear
masks when you are unable to socially distance. By wearing a mask,
you are not only decreasing the risk for yourself, but anyone around
you. Please encourage your children to not only wear a mask in
school because they have to, but also when they are out and about in
the community. I realize that people truly just want to have things
return to normal, as do I. It will take the effort of every one of us.
We will be starting the state required health screenings shortly.
These health reports are a great tool to use to be alerted for any suspicious problems with your child’s vision, hearing, or dental health.
We also check height, weight and blood pressure (in older students).
This is meant to be a screening only. If you have concerns regarding
your child’s health please contact your health care provider.
As always, feel free to contact me at the school with any questions or
concerns you may have.
Laura Leech RN
HTRS School Nurse
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hobbies include sleeping, going to Sonic, playing videogames, and
hanging out with his friends. Brody’s favorite class this year is government. He is involved in mentoring, band, jazz band, and he works
the camera for the football team. Brody said that his spirit animal is a
ferret. One thing on Brody’s bucket list is to travel to Germany. He
says that he is afraid of his water heater exploding while he is asleep.
By Joe Stalder

Sally Joyner- Reporter
Sally Joyner is a sophomore at HTRS, and her mom is 1Sharon Joyner. Sally is involved in one act, jazz band, band, show choir, speech,
academic decathlon, math team, and mock trial. Sally is also in journalism, and she took journalism to improve her writing skills. After
high school, Sally plans to live in a big city, be an archeologist, and
travel the world. Sally’s favorite teacher is Mrs. Hunzeker. Sally likes
to watch one sport and that is hockey. Sally dreams to earn a PHD in
something related to archeology.
By Brody Mendenhall

Hannah Koziol - Reporter
Hannah’s family is her parents, Shawn and
Sarah Ramsey, her brothers Justin Koziol
and Alexander Koziol, and her sister Mandy
Ramsey. Hannah took journalism because
she didn’t know there were other class options. Her favorite person to spend time with is her grandma. Hannah’s favorite part of coming to school is getting to drive home after
school. Hannah enjoys watching basketball. Hannah’s favorite class
of the day is English. The activities that Hannah is involved in are
FFA, volleyball, track, basketball, journalism, and yearbook. One
thing on Hannah’s bucket list is to grow a cactus farm. One dream
that she would like to achieve is to crochet a self-portrait.
By Larissa Wiemers
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Joe Stalder - Senior Editor
Joe Stalder is a senior at HTRS this year. His parents are Dave and
Sally Stalder, and his siblings are Will and Abby Stalder. He is the
senior editor for journalism and is responsible for editing and validating all final copy for The Bolt. His favorite class is advanced accounting. He’s involved in band, jazz band, speech, quiz bowl, track,
National Honor Society, mentoring, and math team. He says he enjoys spending time with his friends the most. When asked how someone would describe him, his response was, “Someone might describe
me as creative and intelligent.” Joe states his biggest plan for the next
five years is to graduate from college. One thing on his bucket list is
to publish a novel. Lastly, he says he chose journalism because he
likes editing papers.
By Sally Joyner

Larissa Wiemers - Junior Editor
Larissa Wiemers is a junior at HTRS. Her parents are Daa and Scott
Wiemers. She is involved in basketball. Larissa enjoys reading,
drawing, and listening to music. She also enjoys spending time with
family and hopes to visit Dallas, Texas one day. Her favorite part of
the day is American History. Her favorite teacher is Mrs. Hunzeker.
Larissa is also a member of journalism, the people that write The
BOLT. I asked her why she chose journalism, and she said, “I just
thought it looked fun.” Larissa is now the junior editor for the journalism class. After school she plans on going to college at SCC in
Beatrice.

By Ben Shubert

Brody Mendenhall - Reporter
Brody Mendenhall is a senior at HTRS this year. His parents are Rob
and Carmen Mendenhall, and he has an older brother Triston. Brody
said he took journalism because he enjoys interviewing people. His
14

Technology
By Glena Withers
Thanksgiving, a time to count our blessings and spend time with
family. How do we do that with COVID? Many of us use social
media like Facebook, Snapchat, and Instagram to keep up with
family and friends.
There are several free programs that you can use to virtually visit
with family and friends over the holidays. If you have a Google account, you can give Google Meet a try. Jitsi Meet has been around
for a while. It uses a web browser and is very simple. Zoom is one of
the most talked about these days and right now it is free. It has some
advanced features. Facebook users will love Facebook Live.

We know that Facebook is filled with videos for cooking, cleaning,
and entertainment. Many of us have watched Live feeds on Facebook. This is easy and simple to use. You can broadcast your own
event. Two-way communication is great. Visit just like you were in
the same room. Use your smart phone, tablet, or computer. You just
need the app/website, speakers, a microphone, and a camera.
Be sure to arrange a date and time with family for your virtual event.
Here are the simple steps to follow for Facebook Live:
1. Navigate to Facebook and login.
2. Tap the Live button at the bottom. You can add a description so that you can search it later.
3. Choose the “Start Live Video” button.
4. Enjoy your time together.
5. Tap finish to end your event.
If you have questions or need assistance with school related
technology, just drop me an email at: glenawithers@htrstitans.org.
You can also call me at school: 402-862-2151. I’ll get back to you.
We are still “In This Together”.
11

Titans of the Month

Journalism Class

We have new Titans of the Month! The sixth grade winner is Grey
Sherman. Grey’s parents are Dawn and Mark Sherman. Grey also has
three siblings: Noah, Hunter, and Grayson. The 7th grade winner is
Erynn Anderson. Erynn is the daughter of Tricia Jamison, and she
has two siblings: Alayna Thompson and Wyatt Anderson. The eighth
grade winner this month is Lily Wamsley. Lily is the daughter of Jed
and Shannon Wamsley, and she has one sibling, Axton. This month’s
freshman Titan of the Month is Lauren Ogle. Lauren is the daughter
of Scott and Kris Ogle, and she has a brother named Lucas. The
sophomore winner is Sally Joyner. Sally is the daughter of Sharon
Joyner. Zoey Chaney is this month’s junior Titan of the Month. Zoey
is the daughter of Brian and Teri Chaney. This month’s senior winner
is Sara Mayo. Sara is the daughter of Douglas and Carla Mayo. She
has four siblings: Candace, Joe, Josh, and Shelby. As the senior winner, Sara gets a special parking spot outside the school. Angie Bowers is the staff Titan of the Month. Her parents are Phil and Kristi
Bowers.

Journalism is an elective class for any 9-12 grade student. It is a
course that can be taken five, three, or two days a week. The journalism instructor is Joan Dreier, whose field of study is business education. The journalism students interviewed each other, so short articles
about them will follow this article. The students are each assigned
articles to write each month. They must make arrangements to set up
an interview which usually happens outside of class time. Each student submits their articles to Mrs. Dreier who edits them and then the
rewriting process begins. When a final copy appears to be achieved,
the article must pass through the junior editor, Larissa Wiemers and
senior editor Joe Stalder. Joe puts his final seal of approval on the
article and then it is ready to print. Teachers also write articles that
are submitted to Mrs. Dreier who then has the students in class proofread and edit each article. Those edits are discussed and sometimes
argued about in class and then finalized by Joe once again before
publication. The writing process has been difficult this year, as most
of the students are only in class on Tuesday and Thursday, so finding
time to edit writing is difficult. The process can be very time consuming and frustrating at times. When all the copy is ready for publication, Mrs. Dreier then sets the copy, which is printed by Robin
Thacker. Our goal is to have the newsletter ready to print by the 20th
of each month. That allows Robin time to print and deliver the newsletters to the post office. Newsletters are placed in each post office
box for the towns in our school district. Anyone outside of our district can still receive the newsletter by sending their name and address
to joandreier@htrstitans.org or by calling the school at 402-8622151.

By Joe Stalder

HUMBOLDT THRIFT STORE
November Specials
1/2 Off all Winter Ware
$5 Red Basket Sale
November 28th and 30th
Closed November 26th and 27th for Thanksgiving

By Joan Dreier

We will be open during Christmas Opening November 23rd
4:00-?
***Bring this add in for $1 off your purchase during the
month of November.***
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